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NARRATOR: Jilly O'Brien 
GOAL 2: Zero Hunger 
 
Feed the birds   
 
Three tiny silvereyes flew into the kitchen  
yesterday from next door   
their eyes get bigger everyday  
perched along the kitchen bench  
schoolbags wary at the door, half in  
half out, ready to flee, on empty   
since breakfast club, wishing the  
careful one Weetbix would swell their tummy  
into a sleepy dog, curled up,  
thumping his tail by the fire  
and smiling.   
 
The birds blink furiously, seriously,  
and dangle their legs, hard footpads tapping  
the legs of the kitchen stools again and again,  
like the promises they learn to ignore  
like the skinny dog showing his ribs   
and the whites of his eyes, gnawing at   
their insides. 
 
Silently they place salami pieces   
spaced out on pizza bases.   
I grate a heap of yellow cheese,  
push it across to where they sit   
one eye on the door, one on the food.  
 After deliberation, each takes a few shreds,  
and sprinkles them like ashes.  
Take some more, I say there’s plenty  
but they riffle their feathers  
peering at me with distrust   
ready to regurgitate   
what they can’t digest.  
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Oh their mother has been flitting all day  
alright, making her choices   
shoes  
or coats  
hungry fledglings,, or cold ones.   
And it’s so cold  
on the handout bleachers, blowing on your   
hands, being grateful for a little warm leftovers  
to hug your fingers around when you’ve searched for  
fruit, seeds or sugar water, and come up with  
only worms. 
 
Whilst they sleep, same bed, same room,  
same racking cough, same seeping windows  
in the no-dog-rental  
she doesn’t sleep but threads saltwater tears  
with Japanese silk onto a triple strand necklace   
to sell for a supermarket birthday cake  
and lunchboxes that make a noise  
 when you shake them. 
 
Three little birds came for tea. Winter is   
hard for wild birds. There are no conservation dogs   
round here, only weasels and other walking jaws  
I leave the mother  
some soft fleece for her nest, and   
hang a fat ball in a kowhai tree  
because I live next door, and our old dog  
is asleep, farting contentedly   
with his head on my lap. 
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